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n Gold slipped today as the dollar recovered from over 7-week lows and traders
waited to see if the U.S Fed will keep its interest rates unchanged amid
uncertainty over the policies of President Donald Trump.

n Spot gold edged down 0.2 percent to $1,208.67 an ounce. U.S. gold futures
slipped 0.1 percent to $1,207.80. Spot gold gained more than 5 percent in
January - its best month since June 2016 - as investors sought safe ground.

.

n The uncertainty the Trump government brings has worried the markets. What
Trump does is beyond our expectations and people are kind of playing it safe
by holding gold positions and waiting to see what happens in other markets.

..

n The U.S Dollar suffered its worst January in three decades after President
Trump complained that every other country lives on devaluation. The comments
intensified expectations that the new U.S. administration was making moves
to talk down the greenback.

n Trump's top trade adviser, Peter Navarro, told the Financial Times that Germany
is using a "grossly undervalued" euro to gain advantage over the United States
and its own European Union partners.

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of currencies,
rose 0.3 percent to 99.788 as bargain hunters stepped in. The Fed is expected
to keep U.S interest rates unchanged today in its first policy decision since
President Trump took office, as the central bank awaits greater clarity on his
economic policies.

n Fed officials might emphasize that they want to raise rates in the future, but
there is not going to be any surprises. We think that the bumpy start to Trump's
presidency will likely continue for a little while longer, lending an uneasy tone
to the markets, but one which will provide fertile upside ground for gold. The
bullish view is underscored by some largest fund managers betting on gold.

Gold markets rally during the day on Tuesday, clearing

the $1200 level. It now is testing the 100-exponential

moving average, and it looks likely that we will break

out. A move above the $1220 level, the market should

then continue to go much higher, but it should deal

with quite a bit of choppiness until we get above the

$1230 level, or the 50% Fibonacci retracement level.

The $1200 level underneath is going to be supportive

as well, so I believe that the gold buyers are returning

in strength longer-term, especially at the US dollar

starts to fall. Momentum has turned higher as the RSI

(relative strength index) which is a momentum oscillator

also broke out reflecting accelerating positive

momentum which points to higher prices. Eurozone

Q4 GDP came in a tad higher than expected at 0.5%

quarter over quarter, while Q3 was revised up to 0.4%

quarter over quarter from 0.3% quarter over quarter.
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n Gold futures rallied to their highest level in just

over a week yesterday

n Gold marked the strongest monthly gain since

June on the back of a retreat in U.S. stocks and

weakness in the dollar

n Gold is catching a bid from both a falling dollar,

as well as the Trump-off� trade

n The Fed will conclude its latest two-day meeting

today

n President Donald Trump�s executive orders are

the primary reason behind January�s gold

performance
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n Oil edged further above $55 a barrel today in European trading session
supported by signs that Russia and OPEC producers are delivering on promised
supply reductions, although a report showing a large rise in U.S. crude inventories
limited gains.

n Russia has cut production in January by around 100,000 barrels per day (bpd),
according to data provided to Reuters on Wednesday. A day earlier, a Reuters
survey found high compliance by OPEC with agreed cuts.

n Brent crude is currently trading up 25 cents at $55.83 a barrel, having traded
in a narrow 53-cent range so far in the session. U.S crude rose 26 cents to
$53.07.

n The producer efforts were countered by signs of a persistent supply glut in the
United States. U.S. crude inventories rose by 5.8 million barrels, industry group
the American Petroleum Institute said on Tuesday, more than analysts forecast.

n The oil complex remains firmly stuck in its narrow range after the API reported
an unrelenting increase in bulging U.S. petroleum stockpiles. Any hopes of a
sustained recovery in price will depend on increasing efforts by OPEC to curb
output though the prospect of an upside breakout will be undermined by the
budding revival in U.S. crude production.

n Following on from Tuesday's API report, the U.S. government's official inventory
figures are due later on Wednesday. Analysts expect crude stocks to rise by
3.3 million barrels.

n The cuts by Russia and the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
follow last year's agreement to lower supplies by a combined 1.8 million bpd,
to prop up prices which are still half their level of mid-2014. A Russian cut of
100,000 bpd would be a third of Moscow's pledge to reduce its output by
300,000 bpd.

.

The WTI Crude Oil market rallied after initially trying

to dip on Tuesday. The market continues to show quite

a bit of volatility, as we hover around the $53 level in

general. I see the $51 level underneath as the beginning

of significant support down to the $50 level, just as I

see the $54 level above is the beginning of significant

resistance extending all the way down to the $55 level.

The market continues to go back and forth, as we see

quite a bit of volatility. I believe that the market should

focus on the fact that the oil markets are oversupplied,

and of course currency headwinds coming out of the

United States. Ultimately, I feel that the market will

start to look at the fact that the Canadians and the

Americans are starting to draw even more, and the

inventory numbers haven�t been that great. Until then,

I trade back and forth. Momentum is neutral as the

MACD index is printing near the zero.

n Oil futures tipped higher but traded in choppy

fashion as investors kept their eyes on progress

for production cuts

n Focus remained on compliance with production

cuts by the Organization of the Petroleum

Exporting Countries

n Prices have been in a tight range of $50 to $55

a barrel for the past several months

n Trading volumes have been more subdued the

past two days

n A multitude of factors could see oil-price volatility

return
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n Silver rebounded to nearly three-month highs yesterday, as the dollar fell
against a basket of world currencies and risk aversion crept back into the
financial markets.

n March silver futures rallied 26 cents, or 1.5%, to $17.42 a troy ounce. That was
the metal�s highest settlement since November 10. The futures price rose as
much as 2.2% earlier in the day.

n Silver is in the midst of a bullish uptrend, with relative strength above 60 and
the MACD pointing to upward momentum. With Tuesday�s advance, silver has
rallied nearly 9% since the start of the year, reversing a volatile December
where prices plumbed six-month lows.

n Precious metals were limited yesterday by a rebounding U.S. dollar, which
appears to be showing signs of stability after a month-long downtrend. The
dollar index, a broad performance measure of the buck against a basket of
other currencies, strengthened 0.4% to 100.93. That�s the dollar highest level
in over a week.

n With the decline, the U.S. currency is on track for its lowest settlement since
November. Risk aversion also crept back into the picture at the start of the
week, as investors reacted cautiously to U.S. President Trump�s ban on
immigrants from seven Muslim-majority countries.

n The ban, which will be in effect for 90 days, raises concerns about the new
administration�s immigration policies. Global stocks declined sharply on Monday,
with U.S. equities posting their biggest retreat of the year.

n In economic data, the Eurozone economy expanded faster than expected in
the fourth quarter, raising optimism that the regional recovery was on track.
Fourth quarter GDP expanded 0.5%, which translated into an annualized gain
of 1.8%, official data showed.

Silver markets broke out during the day on Tuesday,

clearing the $17.30 level which had been so resistive.

Because of this, the market should continue to go

towards the $18.50 level. I believe now that the $17

level underneath is going to continue to be the �floor�

in the market, so I believe that short-term pullbacks

offer buying opportunities repeatedly. I have no interest

in shorting, and I believe that although it will be choppy

to the upside, I think that eventually we do reach

towards the hives again. I have no interest in selling.

At first, silver prices turned lower, but have come back

in recent sessions; the process of dipping and ripping

put in the �right shoulder� of an inverse 'head-and-

shoulders' pattern, and also triggered the �neckline�

as well. It was a quick development on the right side,

but nevertheless there is decent symmetry to the two-

month long formation.

n The US dollar tumbled against rivals yesterday

and was on course for its worst January in three

decades

n President Donald Trump commented on currency

devaluation by other countries and his trade

adviser remarked on the euro

n Silver is currently in the midst of a bullish uptrend

with a lower Dollar

n The futures price rose as much as 2.2% earlier

in the day

n New York's iShares Silver Trust SLV, stood at

10,444.47 tonnes
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